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THE KILIMS

We have introduced Kilim rugs into the I+I
collection. Often considered the "Cinderella"
of carpets because of their simplicity, for us
they represent an excellent design product that
is handmade using traditional manufacturing
techniques. The kilims have a place in a
contemporary market where a strong emphasis
is on sustainability, maintaining a traditional
production connected with specific geographical
areas.
With the Hatches and Fuoritempo series,
geometry and rhythm are the key in the graphics
of the rugs: lines interweave, stop, become
thicker or thinner, creating a balance between
their surrounding spaces.
In our other kilim rugs: Afternoon Dream and
Morning Dream, colour converses with geometry
giving the effect of rhythmic deformation of the
surface, a metaphysical architecture soothed
by a peaceful pause during a morning or an
afternoon.
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STORY
OF THE KILIMS

Our kilim rugs are woven traditionally, on
horizontal

looms,

following

well

defined

geometric patterns, creating a weave where the
weft maintains lightness and flexibility. Kilim
rugs have numerous practical advantages: they
are durable, light and can be folded without
affecting their quality, which is why they were
traditionally used by nomadic populations who
brought them on their travels during seasonal
migrations.
In keeping with the high standards of the I + I
collection, our kilims are products of the highest
quality, made using only high quality wool, and
woven by expert weavers who have passed on
ancient weaving

techniques from generation

to generation. These kilims are unique pieces of
authentic craftsmanship and a perfect example
of a mix of the traditional and the modern.

9

AFTERNOON DREAM
DESIGN

OuWen Mori

HANDWOVEN
MADE IN INDIA

DESCRIPTION

“

On this carpet geometry is recomposed into an irregular perspective of architectural
forms. The colour gives these forms a sense of time rhythm to create a kind of
metaphysical dreaming between morning and afternoon. It seems like a deformation
space with the morning and afternoon sun.

GENERALS

LINK
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MATERIAL:

WOOL, COTTON

TECHNIQUE:

FLATWOVEN

KNOT:

XXXX

WEIGHT:

1,40 KG/M²

HEIGHT:

0,5CM

DIMENSIONS:

170X240CM
200X300CM

→

https://www.i-and-i.it/afternoon-dream

MORNING DREAM
DESIGN

OuWen Mori

HANDWOVEN
MADE IN INDIA

DESCRIPTION

“

On this carpet geometry is recomposed into an irregular perspective of architectural
forms. The colour gives these forms a sense of time rhythm to create a kind of
metaphysical dreaming between morning and afternoon. It seems like a deformation
space with the morning and afternoon sun.

GENERALS

LINK
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MATERIAL:

WOOL, COTTON

TECHNIQUE:

FLATWOVEN

KNOT:

XXXX

WEIGHT:

1,40 KG/M²

HEIGHT:

0,5CM

DIMENSIONS:

170X240CM
200X300CM

→

https://www.i-and-i.it/morning-dream

FUORITEMPO
DESIGN

Paolo Giordano
Nicole Jeanneret

HANDWOVEN
MADE IN INDIA

DESCRIPTION

“

Woollen weave with geometrical motifs in a sophisticated colour combinations. The
lightness of a traditional Kilim coupled with the strength of a contemporary design.
The Tempi Rugs are based on musical rhythms.
Suitable in a domestic context.

GENERALS

LINK
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MATERIAL:

WOOL, COTTON

TECHNIQUE:

FLATWOVEN

KNOT:

XXXX

WEIGHT:

1,40 KG/M²

HEIGHT:

0,5CM

DIMENSIONS:

170X240CM
200X300CM

→

https://www.i-and-i.it/fuoritempo
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FUORITEMPO
blue-red

FUORITEMPO
brown-red

FUORITEMPO
grey-orange

FUORITEMPO
blue-beige

FUORITEMPO
inverted

FUORITEMPO
lightgrey-beige
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DOODLE HATCH
DESIGN

Paolo Giordano

HANDWOVEN
MADE IN INDIA

DESCRIPTION

“

The new I+I Kilims approach contemporary geometry. Constructed as a flatweave
in the manner of traditional dhurrie floor coverings, these rugs are a remarkable
example of skilled craftsmanship. Modern through a traditional manufacture. Due to
its handcrafted nature, these Kilims will vary slightly in weave, color and pattern.

GENERALS

LINK
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MATERIAL:

WOOL, COTTON

TECHNIQUE:

FLATWOVEN

KNOT:

XXXX

WEIGHT:

1,40 KG/M²

HEIGHT:

0,5CM

DIMENSIONS:

170X240CM
200X300CM

→

https://www.i-and-i.it/doodle-hatch

KILIM HATCH I
DESIGN

Paolo Giordano

HANDWOVEN
MADE IN INDIA

DESCRIPTION

“

The new I+I Kilims approach contemporary geometry. Constructed as a flatweave
in the manner of traditional dhurrie floor coverings, these rugs are a remarkable
example of skilled craftsmanship. Modern through a traditional manufacture. Due to
its handcrafted nature, these Kilims will vary slightly in weave, color and pattern.

GENERALS

LINK
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MATERIAL:

WOOL, COTTON

TECHNIQUE:

FLATWOVEN

KNOT:

XXXX

WEIGHT:

1,40 KG/M²

HEIGHT:

0,5CM

DIMENSIONS:

170X240CM
200X300CM

→

https://www.i-and-i.it/kilim-hatch-i

KILIM HATCH II
DESIGN

Paolo Giordano

HANDWOVEN
MADE IN INDIA

DESCRIPTION

“

The new I+I Kilims approach contemporary geometry. Constructed as a flatweave
in the manner of traditional dhurrie floor coverings, these rugs are a remarkable
example of skilled craftsmanship. Modern through a traditional manufacture. Due to
its handcrafted nature, these Kilims will vary slightly in weave, color and pattern.

GENERALS

MATERIAL:

WOOL, COTTON

TECHNIQUE:

FLATWOVEN

KNOT:

XXXX

WEIGHT:

1,40 KG/M²

HEIGHT:

0,5CM

DIMENSIONS:

170X240CM
200X300CM

→

https://www.i-and-i.it/kilim-hatch-ii

KILIM HATCH II
white - red
LINK
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KILIM HATCH II
white
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KILIM HATCH III
DESIGN

Paolo Giordano

HANDWOVEN
MADE IN INDIA

DESCRIPTION

“

The new I+I Kilims approach contemporary geometry. Constructed as a flatweave
in the manner of traditional dhurrie floor coverings, these rugs are a remarkable
example of skilled craftsmanship. Modern through a traditional manufacture. Due to
its handcrafted nature, these Kilims will vary slightly in weave, color and pattern.

GENERALS

MATERIAL:

WOOL, COTTON

TECHNIQUE:

FLATWOVEN

KNOT:

XXXX

WEIGHT:

1,40 KG/M²

HEIGHT:

0,5CM

DIMENSIONS:

170X240CM
200X300CM

→

https://www.i-and-i.it/kilim-hatch-iii

KILIM HATCH III
white
LINK
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KILIM HATCH III
white - green
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KILIM GRID - BLUE
DESIGN

I+I

HANDWOVEN
MADE IN INDIA

DESCRIPTION

“

The new I+I Kilims approach contemporary geometry. Constructed as a flatweave
in the manner of traditional dhurrie floor coverings, these rugs are a remarkable
example of skilled craftsmanship. Modern through a traditional manufacture. Due to
its handcrafted nature, these Kilims will vary slightly in weave, color and pattern.

GENERALS

LINK
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MATERIAL:

WOOL, COTTON

TECHNIQUE:

FLATWOVEN

KNOT:

XXXX

WEIGHT:

1,40 KG/M²

HEIGHT:

0,5CM

DIMENSIONS:

170X240CM
200X300CM

→

https://www.i-and-i.it/online-shop

KILIM GRID - GREY
DESIGN

I+I

HANDWOVEN
MADE IN INDIA

DESCRIPTION

“

The new I+I Kilims approach contemporary geometry. Constructed as a flatweave
in the manner of traditional dhurrie floor coverings, these rugs are a remarkable
example of skilled craftsmanship. Modern through a traditional manufacture. Due to
its handcrafted nature, these Kilims will vary slightly in weave, color and pattern.

GENERALS

LINK
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MATERIAL:

WOOL, COTTON

TECHNIQUE:

FLATWOVEN

KNOT:

XXXX

WEIGHT:

1,40 KG/M²

HEIGHT:

0,5CM

DIMENSIONS:

170X240CM
200X300CM

→

https://www.i-and-i.it/online-shop

KILIM GRID - PINK +
GREEN
DESIGN

DESCRIPTION

I+I

“

HANDWOVEN
MADE IN INDIA

The new I+I Kilims approach contemporary geometry. Constructed as a flatweave
in the manner of traditional dhurrie floor coverings, these rugs are a remarkable
example of skilled craftsmanship. Modern through a traditional manufacture. Due to
its handcrafted nature, these Kilims will vary slightly in weave, color and pattern.

GENERALS

LINK
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MATERIAL:

WOOL, COTTON

TECHNIQUE:

FLATWOVEN

KNOT:

XXXX

WEIGHT:

1,40 KG/M²

HEIGHT:

0,5CM

DIMENSIONS:

170X240CM
200X300CM

→

https://www.i-and-i.it/online-shop

KILIM GRID - PINK
DESIGN

I+I

HANDWOVEN
MADE IN INDIA

DESCRIPTION

“

The new I+I Kilims approach contemporary geometry. Constructed as a flatweave
in the manner of traditional dhurrie floor coverings, these rugs are a remarkable
example of skilled craftsmanship. Modern through a traditional manufacture. Due to
its handcrafted nature, these Kilims will vary slightly in weave, color and pattern.

GENERALS

LINK
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MATERIAL:

WOOL, COTTON

TECHNIQUE:

FLATWOVEN

KNOT:

XXXX

WEIGHT:

1,40 KG/M²

HEIGHT:

0,5CM

DIMENSIONS:

170X240CM
200X300CM

→

https://www.i-and-i.it/online-shop

KILIM GRID - RED +
GREEN
DESIGN

DESCRIPTION

I+I

“

HANDWOVEN
MADE IN INDIA

The new I+I Kilims approach contemporary geometry. Constructed as a flatweave
in the manner of traditional dhurrie floor coverings, these rugs are a remarkable
example of skilled craftsmanship. Modern through a traditional manufacture. Due to
its handcrafted nature, these Kilims will vary slightly in weave, color and pattern.

GENERALS

LINK
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MATERIAL:

WOOL, COTTON

TECHNIQUE:

FLATWOVEN

KNOT:

XXXX

WEIGHT:

1,40 KG/M²

HEIGHT:

0,5CM

DIMENSIONS:

170X240CM
200X300CM

→

https://www.i-and-i.it/online-shop

KILIM GRID - YELLOW
DESIGN

I+I

HANDWOVEN
MADE IN INDIA

DESCRIPTION

“

The new I+I Kilims approach contemporary geometry. Constructed as a flatweave
in the manner of traditional dhurrie floor coverings, these rugs are a remarkable
example of skilled craftsmanship. Modern through a traditional manufacture. Due to
its handcrafted nature, these Kilims will vary slightly in weave, color and pattern.

GENERALS

LINK
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MATERIAL:

WOOL, COTTON

TECHNIQUE:

FLATWOVEN

KNOT:

XXXX

WEIGHT:

1,40 KG/M²

HEIGHT:

0,5CM

DIMENSIONS:

170X240CM
200X300CM

→

https://www.i-and-i.it/online-shop
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p.12

AFTERNOON DREAM

flatwoven,

weight: 1,40 kg/m²

wool and cotton,

height: 0,5 cm

made in India

p.14

MORNING DREAM

flatwoven,

weight: 1,40 kg/m²

wool and cotton,

height: 0,5 cm

made in India

BLACK + WHITE
BLUE + RED
BROWN + RED
BLUE + BEIGE

p.16

INVERTED
ORANGE + GREY
LIGHTGREY + BEIGE

FUORITEMPO

flatwoven,

weight: 1,40 kg/m²

wool and cotton,

height: 0,5 cm

made in India

p.20

DOODLE HATCH

flatwoven,

weight: 1,40 kg/m²

wool and cotton,

height: 0,5 cm

made in India

p.22

KILIM HATCH I

flatwoven,

weight: 1,40 kg/m²

wool and cotton,

height: 0,5 cm

made in India

p.24

WHITE
WHITE + RED

KILIM HATCH II

flatwoven,

weight: 1,40 kg/m²

wool and cotton,

height: 0,5 cm

made in India

p.28

WHITE
WHITE + GREEN

KILIM HATCH III

flatwoven,

weight: 1,40 kg/m²

wool and cotton,

height: 0,5 cm

made in India

BLUE
GREY
PINK + GREEN
PINK
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RED + GREEN
YELLOW

KILIM GRID

flatwoven,

weight: 1,40 kg/m²

wool and cotton,

height: 0,5 cm

made in India

® I + I Collection
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GENERAL
MAINTENANCE
advice to enable you to enjoy an I+I Collection rug
for a long, long time.

WASHING INSTRUCTIONS
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1

On receiving an I+I rug, check first that it has not been damaged in any
way during transportation, look for bumps or holes in the box/plastic roll
and check that the box or parcel is perfectly dry. Check carefully your
carpet, the reference, the colour and the dimension.
Despite the intensive quality control on our part prior to shipment,
possible faults can escape to our attention. Faults must be communicated
immediately.

2

The rugs are for indoor use only, avoid use in damp areas as basements,
bathrooms and kitchens. Kilims can be used also outside in dry areas.

3

All our rugs are either handwoven or handknotted. Variation in sizes are
possible by up to 5%. This depend on factors that cannot be foreseen,
connected with the tension of the looms and weather conditions at the
time of manufacturing. Consider this when ordering a customized size.
Never take a measure wall to wall, rather leave some space to allow for a
slightly larger size of rug.

4

Our rugs are mostly dyed by hand and slight variations in colour are
possible. When ordering a carpet consider your sample as a reference
starting point, but not necessarily the exact reference of your final rug
colour. Variations of colours depend on moisture, humidity, heat and are
not always predictable.

5

When you open the parcel and unroll the rug leave it to breathe for some
time in order to regain its beauty and flatten perfectly. It may take up to
tens days for a rug to flatten completely.

6

Avoid putting weights that are too heavy on your carpet. If the fibres
are stifled for a long period of time, it will be difficult for them to regain
their natural beauty. In case turn the rug every now and then to change
positions of the pressure marks.

7

We also recommend that you use non-slip underlays. This reduces
slipperiness, helps the rug to breathe and avoids any possible humidity
on the floor.

8

When moving furniture on the rug put a heavy cardboard or a protective
material between the two to avoid unnecessary pressure.

9

Exposure of natural fibres, viscose and polyester to direct sunlight can
result in colour fading. Rugs placed in daylight areas must be turned
often.

10

Professional cleaning only, wash horizontally with water, do not spin, dry
in the open, do not use tumble dryer.
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